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“ The most exceptional fusion of passion and savior
faire, a rich vision in sensuality and glamour.
Luxury is watching a movie like a star”
Creezy Courtoy
Chairman
The Perfume Foundation, Brussels, Belgium

Private Luxury Cinemas for the Most Discerning Individuals
Refined elegance infused with technological innovations enhanced with Hollywood studio secrets
results in the culmination of exhilarating experiences.
Uncompromising Performance for Your Theater “The Movie Star Experience!”
Peerless exquisite luxury is the hallmark of a Leader Hollywood Format(tm) theater. Emotional
experiences across immersive dimensions well known to movie stars, producers and directors may
now be constantly enjoyed when recreated within your residence, palace or entertainment venue.
Exclusivity, the Hallmark of Leader Hollywood Format(tm)
Prestige of ownership is evident in the attributes that contribute to the superiority of a Leader Cinema.
Leader’s heritage in craftsmanship and technological innovation spanning over a half century brings
professional disciplines to each and every project. Meticulous attention to detail across the broad
spectrum of acoustics, architectural and interior design, LHF(tm) technologies enhanced with the
touch of our in house artisans differentiates Leader from all other purveyors of private cinemas.
What is Your One Word Definition of Excellence?
Faberge, Hermes, Worth, Fazioli, Oceano, Dior, Chanel, LouisVuitton, Rolls-Royce/Wraith, Cartier,
Boeing BBJ, Bosendorfer, Oscar de la Renta, Elie Saab, Tesla, Kempinski, Huracani......
Each represents extraordinary timeless sophistication. Welcome to the extraordinary world of
Leader Cinema, a dimension that extends beyond the darkness of a private cinema into the infinite
space and imagination of suspended disbelief.

Michael K. Leader
Emmy Statuette is registered by: The National Academy of Television Art’s and Sciences | Awarded to Michael K. Leader
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Who is Leader Cinema Systems America?
Leadership. It’s attained by charging ahead, established by proven experience. Knowing the
truth and standing for it. More than a passive awareness of trends, leadership requires the
foresight to set them. It’s accepting the challenge of impossible expectations. Then, the
truth of masterful innovation takes place. Wonderment and elegance is experienced across
multiple invisible dimensions. Our Hollywood secrets are contained in the creation of a
select class of private studio reference grade cinemas, each a bespoke creation for you.

The Leader Group of Companies spanning more than six decades, is the culmination of visionary
leadership. Our relentless quest in the creation of exceptional high value solutions to enrich the
rewarding entertainment experience is based upon our passion, experience, research and fervent
desire to create luxury movie star cinematic experiences.

EMMY Award winning Michael K. Leader together with Leader Cinema Systems projects and
technologies are designed to outdistance and outperform while establishing the foundation to
embrace emerging developments in the cinema industry for years to come. Leader Hollywood
Format(tm) systems represent the dramatic result of our insatiable and unwavering dedication in
the creation of inspired entertainment experiences. Establishing true and compliant Hollywood
studio levels of performance in your exclusive private screening room, all LHF(tm) cinemas
outperform and outdistance the competition. With every luxury bespoke project we create for
you our valued client, our script remains the same, resulting in award winning perfection for
you, your family and guests every time.....the hallmark of perfection.

We invite you to join us in your own Directors Chair. As the lights fade to back, you cross over
into the infinite limitless dimension of movie magic. Zero to infinity.....in a blink!

Emmy Award Winner Michael K. Leader
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Leader Hollywood Format(tm)
A Professional Standard for Studio and Residential Cinemas
Leader Hollywood Format(tm) systems created for Walt Disney Studios
Burbank, established refined degrees of superlative sound and dimension in
the creation of Academy Award winning sound tracks. The Dubbing Stage
pictured here, is where the final sound track is created. Nothing is left to
chance as the complexities of time, technical reliability, operational efficiency
together with enabling creativity on the part of the world class sound mixing
crew expands “sound to picture” into three dimensional space.
Image Courtesy: Walt Disney Studios

Pedigree. The lineage between Hollywood super systems and your private
theater shares the identical philosophy. Each is created by award winning
professionals imbued with the dedication to excellence. Large or small, each
venue is scaled to perform. This 600 Sq Ft / 56 Sq Meters theater is the
epitome of refinement. Created for a Hong Kong film & television producer,
this avant garde Vancouver home was designed by architect James Lee.
Lavish contemporary appointments throughout the exceptional residence
are in perfect harmony with Leader Cinema’s interior design and concealed
LHF(tm) million dollar Digital Cinema (DCI Compliant) technology package.
See the construction Page 9. Case Study Link: http://bit.ly/22REBZr

Big surprises come in small packages. The jewel box theater at 144 Sq Ft/
13 Sq Meters is our smallest theater. “Big @ any size” one can immediately
feel the dimension and invisible signature of a professional class screening
room in St. Petersburg Florida. Our client, an award winning architect,
required a theater and presentation suite to showcase both her designs and to
entertain international entertainment industry clients. By every definition this
diminutive room knows no bounds as one experiences the magic. Sound
system 900 Lbs | 409 Kgs. Studio HD Screen image width 8.5 Ft | 2590 mm
(System Cost: Affordable at approx 1/10 of a million dollars)
Junior
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Grand Scale Residential Cinemas
$ 1.5 Million Range

Wowee-on-Maui

Ziggy Stardust

Signature Series Leader Hollywood Format(tm)
David Bowie’s manager Bruce Dunbar and his wife Christeen decided to build
their Maui waterfront dream residence. The noted Canadian architect Arthur Erickson
was the fifth and final architect the Dunbar’s engaged to create a residence of such spell
binding appeal. Erickson’s projects includes the Canadian Embassy in Washington DC.
Leader was engaged by Erickson early on in the design process. A most fortuitous event
precisely at the right time as the final plans were nearing completion. The Dunbar’s
requirements were simple..... “the best of the best”. As entertainment industry
professionals, the exacting requirements for music playback necessitated the LHF(tm)
sound system to be custom developed due to both the enormity of the open plan space
2800 sq ft (260 sq meters) and the need for studio grade quality. Christeen being one of
Broadway’s most sought after choreographers, her requirements were also simple.......
“I need a sound system that feels as if the large orchestra in here in my living room!!”
Movies, lots of movies. The Dunbar’s know the difference between a Hollywood quality
screening room and the far lesser performing public cinemas. Studio reference grade HD
projection was installed. The image width of 14 feet (4267 mm) is sunshine bright, razor
sharp and massive. The seating distance of 20 feet represents a studio sized image the
equivalent of being seated 2/3 of the way back in a modern movie theater.
The 3.5 Ton | 3182 Kgs LHF(tm) sound system engineered and manufactured by Leader
Acoustic Labs is by far the most highly evolved multi-channel sound system to be found
in the middle of the Pacific Ocean! Built to exacting studio standards, it rivals any studio
from Tokyo to London. On the lower ground level is an isolated 700 Sq Ft | 65 Sq Meters
Music Studio, again designed by Leader Acoustic Labs.
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Grand Scale Residential Cinemas
$ 1 Million Range
Bay Harbor, MI

Summer Retreat

Convertible Living Room 750 Sq Ft | 70 Sq Meters
Leader Hollywood Format (tm) DCI Compliant Digital Cinema
Screen Image Width: 14 Feet | 4267 mm
LHF 22 channel sound system, with Leader 3Dx (tm) and DOLBY Atmos(tm)
Looking out across Lake Michigan’s oceanic horizon, one is in awe of such fresh water
majesty. Set on the east shore line of the lake lies Petoskey MI and Bay Harbor. The
tranquility of the setting encompasses a world class luxury harbor where Benetti and
Oceano Super yachts are the norm. The equestrian center would be a welcomed retreat
for the Lipizzaner Stallions. Gourmet restaurants, delicatessens and designer
boutiques provide every conceivable indulgent delight. www.bayharbor.com

Our client represents the international elite of entertainment professionals. A long time
resident of Michigan, he and his family love the area. It came as no surprise where they
wished to spend four glorious months of the year. The 4500 Sq Ft | 418 Sq Meters
residence was designed by Canadian Architect Michel LaFamme. The needs of the
client were abundantly clear.....the living room would need to incorporate a world class
studio reference grade sound system in addition to a Digital Cinema. Everything was to be
invisible.....not one inch (2.54mm) of wire to be visible. Nor would any element of the
4000 Lbs | 1818 Kgs 22 channel Leader Hollywood Format sound system be on display.
Architect LaFlamme and Leader established the rapport which ultimately coalesced in an
astonishing success. Spanning 26 months in development and planning, Michigan has two
music centers to be proud of.....Detroit and Bay Harbor!

A complete Case Study covering the full construction details in addition to an extensive
technical overview including specifications may be viewed at: www.leadercinema.com
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From The Studio and Scoring Stage
to Your Grand Private Theater
Musical Magic takes place here. There is no audience to distract both the musicians and conductor. No
coughing or sounds of candy wrappers or program pages being turned. The passion of each musician
represents virtuosic levels of performance. Such a studio facility represents some $ 25 million
dollars of capital investment, state-of-the-art comes at a price. Include 100 musicians, some with museum
grade irreplaceable instruments worth millions, one can safely say this represents the elite of the elite in both
an artistic and technological sense. Music to picture represents the most costly form of recording and
production in the industry. The money clock is ticking, and at some $ 20,000 USD per hour or $ 330 per
minute everything must work on time, mission critical no hick ups and no technical glitches.
The Control Rooms acoustical treatment and large scale monitoring system has the resolution capabilities
to resolve the minutest microscopic details. The attack of each note along with the color and sensual
dimension of each phrase is performed and experienced as if standing next to the entire orchestra.

20th Century Fox The Alfred Newman Scoring Stage

It is this degree of exacting levels of both subjective and objective performance that results in a dimension
that simply is the best of the best. Across the entire musical spectrum and genres from classical to jazz,
to rock and onto Kanye West, Elton John, David Bowie to include sounds and music from beyond the
Outer Limits; such musical expressions are faithfully reproduced across the full spectrum of all
Leader Hollywood Format(tm) systems and installations.

Leader Hollywood Format(tm)
Studio Monitor System
A Vrtacic – Leader Collaboration
Control Room The Alfred Newman Scoring Stage

Images Courtesy: 20th Century Fox
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Haute Couture and Cinema
...........represents the undeniable quintessence in fashion. Just as a Boeing BBJ or Oceano Mega Yacht indulges ones life style, Leader Cinema Systems together
with our European couturier designers elevates the private cinema into the world of unimaginable luxury and exclusivity. Our history spanning over six decades,
Leader has provided bespoke designed systems to the motion picture and television industry. Not exclusive to the domain of Hollywood movie stars,
directors and producers, you may share in this exclusive grand indulgence. In the safe tranquility of your residence of distinguished merit, palace or yacht, a
Digital Cinema studio grade screening room represents the prestige and ownership experience beyond compare. This represents the pinnacle of
innovation in today’s technological state-of-the-art while enabling emerging and adaptive processes to readily be incorporated into each and every Leader system.
The Emmy Award winning expertise of Michael K. Leader, President & CEO, represents the hallmark upon which each and every system is based. Our
meticulous and resolute respect for the art form of music together with motion picture production establishes the definitive experience you will share exclusively
with your family and guests.
Resplendent interiors created by our co-branding partners include: Elie Saab, Thierry Mugler, Christian Lacroix, Tom Ford, Vivienne Westwood, Maison Martin
Margiela, Jean Paul Gaultier, Kenzo Takada, Alexander McQueen, Chantal Thomass....... Together with bespoke designs and innovations created by Leader
Cinema, this fusion of glamorously romantic private cinemas elevates the movie experience into movie stardom within the grace and elegance of your home.
Digital Cinema is the world’s technological gold standard representing advanced technologies pertaining to the production, distribution and presentation of the
movie onto the movie screen. DCI (Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC) is the consortium of the Hollywood Studios responsible for establishing the specification,
intensive background engineering and security issues for today’s super high resolution cinematic entertainment. Digital Cinema operates at a technical level
far over and above any High Definition Television System, BluRay HD, DVD or any HD down loaded movie. Leader Hollywood Format(tm) Certified
Private Screening Rooms enable the possibility for industry related owners to have access to Hollywood content on a direct “day-date” basis, that’s exclusivity!
Just as any form of haute contains its own secrets in the design elements, so too are these Hollywood insider secrets incorporated into each and every
exclusive bespoke cinema creation.
Quintessentially elegant, welcome to the uncompromising world of Leader Haute Cinema(tm).

The Process.............Leader Hollywood Format(tm)

Movie Mogul Magic

From the first meetings with our client, the creative process takes place. Preliminary design elements move to 3D CAD using
advanced tools such as CATIA and Solid Works in addition to AutoCad. Detailed studies governing room geometry and
acoustics in addition to picture-screen-image and audience alignment results in a degree of sophistication and precision leading
to the manufacture of the specialized Leader Hollywood Format sound system, optimized for the very room into which it
will be installed. Working in collaboration with architects and interior design consultants, the anticipated results establishes a
sense of extreme pride across the entire family of professionals.
Leader Cinema provides all services on a turnkey basis. Across North America and around the world, our studio crew
liaises with local professionals, which includes: museum grade carpenters, contractors, electricians and HVAC consultants.
Technical engineering, commissioning , calibration and certification is performed exclusively by Leader Cinema Hollywood.
Upon completion, there will be no doubt that your private theater is ready to entertain any movie star, producer, director, studio
boss.....to include your friends and family. As for you, the client, who signs the checks (cheques in the UK we know), sit
back relax and smile! Welcome to the family. This project introduced on Page 4 | Case Study Link: http://bit.ly/22REBZr
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Behind the Scenes
The Lavish “Movie Star” Screening Rooms

Prepare to be Seduced

Yes.....these glorious rooms are a lot like ones Rolls Royce. Elegant,
exclusive, secret and opulent. Each is a masterful work of art. The
technological degree of excellence propels these amazing presentation
theaters into the future.
Hollywood, the world center in the development of Digital Cinema, is
the location for Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC. DCI is the consortium
comprising the major Hollywood motion picture studios. Development
for the foundation and methodologies governing the technical requirements in addition to verified levels of performance insures the highest
degree of performance. DCI Compliant Cinema represents the current
State of the Art, while establishing a systematic transition as new
developments and improvements come into existence.

Image Courtesy: Warner Bros.

From this perspective, the requirements for long term operational
capabilities are assured. As continuing developments in furthering
technologies emerge, to include ultra high resolution 4K, 8K, HFR
(High Frame Rate), HDR (High Dynamic Range), a well established
path is present across the global industry. Today’s extensible
systems are equipped with a pathway for the future. “Future proofed”,
a Leader Hollywood Format(tm) screening room is enabled to embrace
these developments and transport your theater into dimensions where.....
“no man has gone before!”
This degree of refinement by far exceeds movie houses common to
the general public. The meticulous attention to each and every detail
insures that the highest degree of balance and performance has been
attained. With certified performance criteria upon completion, this
differs significantly from the mass consumer electronics market. It is
here that Leader Cinema Systems excels in establishing a degree of
artistic presentation that will be appreciated by the distinguished few
who above all value the passion and appreciation for excellence.......
today, tomorrow and into the future. At Leader, when we speak of
the future....Join us...we have been there before.

The Studios.....
where the elite meet

Los Angeles, California
The Lavish Paramount Theater
516 Seats in rich deep velour
Elegant with superb acoustics
This theater as with all others has
everythhhhhhhhhhhing!
Images Courtesy: Paramount Pictures

The Steven J. Ross Pavilion
Warner Bros. Studios Burbank
Construction completed 1995
Estimated Cost: $ 11 million USD
533 Seats, approx 9000 Sq Ft | 900 SM
This is the industries most prized theater.
Images Courtesy: Left: Warner Bros. Right: Gensler

The Studios.....where creativity reigns supreme (and great places to work too)

Images Courtesy:
SONY PICTURES

The Cary Grant Theater & Dubbing Stage

Alfred Hitchcock Dubbing Stage
Image Courtesy:
Stewart Filmscreen

The Burt Lancaster Theater & Dubbing Stage
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The OSCAR’S
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The EMMY’S
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The Writers Guild
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Images Courtesy: 1 Lighthouse International, 2 Academy of Motion Picture Art’s and Sciences, 3 The Writers Guild, 4 The Academy of Television Art’s and Sciences

Leader Cinema Systems Hollywood

leader cinema systems international

www.leadercinema.com
+1 213.359.8129
http://bit.ly/1pBPi4m
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International contacts and Representatives

Americas

Leader Cinema Systems, Inc

and
Global Markets

Los Angeles USA | Vancouver Canada
www.leadercinema.com
info@leadercinema.com
+1 213.359.8129

South America Claudio Escobar
claudio.escobar@vistacapital.biz

Europe

Ms Creezy Courtoy, Director
The Perfume Foundation
Paris & Brussels
cc@creezy-theagency.com

Russia

Ms Alla Valentova Love
St. Petersburg
allalove99@shaw.ca

Italy

Scott Alford, Technical Sales and Support
SONY BROADCAST, Milan
hscott.a@gmail.com

Middle East

Dr. Farouk Mukhallalati
Mass-Consult Consulting Engineers & Architects
www.mass-consult.com
massconsult3@gmail.com

China

Richard Ding 丁利国
Shanghai
richarddhz@vip.163.com
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Robson Square Conference Center | 350 Seat LHF Presentation Theater
Vancouver Canada | Client: Provence of British Columbia
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VIFF Theater | Leader designed seating and theater alignment
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Orpheum Theater 2500 Seats
Client: Carolco Pictures & Beacon Group
Event: Specialty Screenings Terminator 2
Technologies: Leader Hollywood Format VLF (Very Large Format)
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Diana Krall with Michael K. Leader
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Vancouver Film School | Multimedia Theater | Leader Hollywood Format
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Real-D Beverly Hills | World Leader in 3D | LHF Projection Booth Technologies
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Liona Boyd, The First Lady of Classical Guitar, with Michael K. Leader in Beverly Hills
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Another Leader Hollywood Format System on Rodeo Drive, Beverly Hills California
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Movie Industry Icon Charles Aidikoff with Michael K. Leader outside our
partnership LHF screening room at 150 S. Rodeo Drive, Beverly Hills
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Hollywood Icon and Partner Charles Aidikoff with Michael K. Leader
at the Leader-Aidikoff Screening Room 150 S. Rodeo Drive

Emmy Award
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Winner Michael K. Leader is the President and CEO of Leader Cinema Systems America.
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With international expertise spanning over four decades, the dedication to both the art
and science behind the scenes enables Leader Cinema to create the world’s most
luxurious screening rooms for use in motion picture studio productions now to include ones
glamorous residence alike. The result.....Hollywood Movie Star Experiences. Exclusive
luxury, specialized and optimized innovative technologies, elegance in design, refined visual
and sound experiences together with “insider Hollywood technical secrets” elevates the
cinematic art form to a lofty perch not possible in ordinary public cinemas.
Leader Hollywood Format(tm) represents the pinnacle of achievement in the design
and innovative technology package. LHF(tm) has been applied in large scale concert
halls for specialty audiences of 2500. Hollywood’s major motion picture studios, R&D
facilities to include world 3D leader REAL-D, Boeing Aircraft Company, Walt Disney
Studios and residences on Maui Hawaii for David Bowie’s organization ISOLAR,
represents a select few of our most eminent users, installations and projects.
Since the inception of the motion picture industry, movie stars, movie moguls,
producers and directors have had their own splendid private screening rooms installed
in their residences. These rare and exclusive systems were engineered and installed by
the studios. The identical technical standards applied in the art of creating a motion
picture, these same exacting systems are installed within the inner sanctum of a stars
prestigious residence. Today, through technological innovation Emmy Award Winning
Leader Cinema Systems brings to your residence the same degree of cinematic
precision demanded by industry professionals around the globe.

NASA Astronaut Buzz Aldrin (R) Anne and Kirk Douglas (C)
Michael K. Leader (L) At the Leader-Aidikoff Theater
Image Courtesy: Halevy Productions Hollywood

Bearing the name of its founder, for over sixty eight years the Leader name has been
at the forefront of major developments that has shaped the entire entertainment industry.
Established in London England at the end of World War 2, founder and gifted musician
Gerry Leader transitioned his Royal Air Force knowledge of radar systems into the
rapidly reemergence of television broadcasting which was curtailed during the War.

In 1963, Leader Sound Ltd was founded in North America. The company with offices in Vancouver Canada and Seattle Washington provided
technical systems to the radio and television broadcast industry. In 1981 with the development of High Definition Television, Leader was among
the first to realize the future impact on the motion picture industry. Twenty one years later, the first generation of Digital Cinema Systems was
developed in Hollywood, the culmination of millions of man hours among the major studios, American scientists to include Texas Instruments in
addition to manufacturers in Tokyo and Europe. Leader Cinema Systems established our first studio grade HDTV residential theater in 1989.
Completed in 1992, this remarkable installation together with its advanced LHF(tm) sound system continues to perform as flawlessly as the day
it was certified LHF(tm). Welcome to our unique world of luxury, elegance, artistry, creativity, innovation, technology and happy clients.

There’s an Emmy Behind Every Leader Design

“An Emmy is more than a trophy.
It is the hallmark behind our affirmation in
the creation of exceptional high value solutions
to enrich the rewarding entertainment experience.
Together with our co-branding partners,
Leader assures each and every client of our
unwavering dedication in the creation of
inspired entertainment experiences.”
Michael K. Leader

www.leadercinema.com

